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PREFACE

American education has no more important, ob-

jective than the. building of men a.nd wom~n who wlhll 

carry on 'and improve the democratic traditions. Ideally, 

education may be regarded as the process of passing on, 

through the medium. of activities relevant to the lives 

of the students, that accumulated knowledge of the past 

which serves as a guide to practical activities now and 

later. In making this statement, however, one need to 

give due cognizance to the various new combinations of 

experiences which each individual must mal{e to meet prob-

lem-situations. The phrase "relevant to the lives or the 

etudenta 11 seems to be the ltey to present deficiencies. 

Anyone intimately acquainted with Amerlce.n college stu-

dents realizes the overwhelming prevalence of a cynical 

attitude among them! J1n 1ntens1ficat1on of this attitude 

is fostered by the impractical nature of the "learning" 

foisted on them. 

Like so many pro4ucts of our schools, the writer 

is emerging from formal education hotly rebellious, 

eager to expend his efforts in advancin5 the cause of 

educational reform. 'l'he many injustices, the tedium, the 

vapid.ity or his achoo ling are too near at· hand for him 

to assume an attltude of resignation. The writer 1s 
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wedded firmly to the opinion that a teacher should be a 

technologist primarily, not working w1th machines, 

graphs, o:r measuring instruments, to be sure, but with 

human lives possessed of enormous potentialities~ It is 

his belier that education ls the supreme technology. 

This brief exposition of educational philosophy 

1e given for thepurpose or enabling the reader to under-

stand .the prepossessions ot the writer. In general, one 

can read more appreciatively if such an understanding 

of the investigator's viewpoint has been gained before-
hand. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The objective study of social interaction 
in the classroom was undertaken for several reasons. 
As a prospective teacher the writer 1s interested 1n 
the classroom .and its procedures~ while as a pros-
pective aoc1olog1et he is interested in social inter-
action. Although 'educational problems .have been dis-

·cuased at great length by educators, the writer could 
find almost no specific investigations of classroom 

. \ 

interaction. One might expect to find educational 
sociologists work1ne; on such projects but this does 
not seem to be the case. Perhaps the following state-
ment represents fairly well the point of view or most 
educational sociologists at the present time: "Ed .. 
uoat1onal sociology has as its chief province the 
sc1ent1f1c determination or educational object1ves".1 

The situation is only slightly better in sociology. 
Here several concrete 1nveet1gat1ons more definitely 
relevant to the present study have been made. one 
sociologist has made an attempt to record the various 
aspects of social interaction in the interview as con-
d~cted by the s&c1al worker. 2 Another is endeavoring 

1-- sneddef:1, David EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY Page 33. 
2-- Queen, Stuart A. ''Social interaction in the inter-

view" Journal of' Social Forces June 1928. 
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to work out a technique for recording the interaction 

occurring in small groups of college students. Here 

only the initial results have been published.J More 

elaborate experimentation 1n this field has·been carried 

on by the Child Development Institute or Teachers college, 

Columbia University. These studies deal with interaction 

in small groups of pre-school ch1ldren. 2 Reference 
w1.ll be made to all of these studies in subsequent pages. 

The material on the audience in Kimball Young's source 

Book for soc1ai Psychology also helped the writer 

orientate himself 1n the pr,oJect.3 Of course, more 
general treatments of a·oc1al interaction and social 

.processes are available, -·the best known probably being 

that developed by Professors R.E.Park and E.W.Burgess.4

Later writers have attempted to improve upon the major 

concepts presented 1n this text.5 

A brief consideration or the relation of edu-

cation in general to the social process may be given 

here. One writer calls attention to the fact that 

"Education may be regarded as one or the social processes.tt6

1-- Carr, L.J. "Experimental sociology: A preliminary 
note on theory and method" Journal or social Forces 

September 1929. 
2-- Thomas, Dorothy soim NEW TECHMIQ.UES FOR STUDYING 

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR 
3-- Chapter 23. 
4-- INTRODUCTION TO THE SCIENCE OF SOCIOLOGY. 
5-- Lumley, F.E •. PRINCIPLES OF.SOCIOLOGY 

Dawson, C.A. and Gettys, w.E. INTRO. TO SOCIOlDGY 
6-- Lumley op. cit. page 337(foot,note). 



Of course, the term 11pr9cess 0 may be used in several 

vta.ys: it may be used to describe ru ch a broad type of 

interaction as education and, at the other extreme, to 

describe such limited types or interaction as those set 
forth in th1s thesis. In other words,. there are maJor 
and mdmor processes. Since. students of sociology must 

start somewhere in the investigation ot social interaction, 

such concepts as competition, conflict, accommodation, 

aas1milat1on, 1m1t~tion, and d1fferent1at1on have been 

suggested to represe.nt m.a.Jor social processes. One may 

expect to find in the classroom many or these processes, 

because, in many respects, it 1s an epitome of society at 

large. For example, there is competition in the matter 

or grades. All PUJ?ila ltnow that under ordinary conditions 

only a certain percentage can hope to get grades or A 

· or B. :a:ach m.ay. strive to secure a h1gh grade without 

knowing exactly who are hie competitors. In this struggle 

tor it ma.1J be narned thus-- conflicts appear. For instance, 

every college student haa witn.~ssed at one time Ot' another 

th~ classroom disputes arising between two aspirants for 

scholastic honors. The process "differentiation" is also 

in evidence. A teacher begins to differentiate his 

pupils as soon as he looks over a. new group. some are 

pleasing 1n dress, some 1n physical appearance, some 1n 

both. Others may be more or less repulsive: one pupil 

may remind' an 1nstructoJ:' of his dyspeptic old uncle, 

J
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.another may have unsightly teeth, etc. Later in the sem-

ester the teacher has discovered who are the conscient-

ious pupils, the brilliant ones, · the dullards. Then, 

the process or imitation is operative continually 1n the 
l . classroom. Pupils may imitate cbnscioualy or uncons-

ciously a teacher's mode of -expression or vice versa. 

In fact, it is not unusual ror a pupil to ape a teacher's 

classroom personality. If' the latter 1a an effulgent 

type a pupil may d1splay consciously or unconsciously 

the gay side of his nature. If the teacher has·a penchant 

for critical analysis 1n class, the pupil ve_ry often 

exhibits a studied thor.oughnesa in his relations to 
that teacher. Numerous examples of a similar nature may 

be adduced. Apropos or classroom imitation Lumley states 

that "conscious 1m.1tat1on operates more or less directly 

1n proportion ·to the imputed. superiority •••• or the action 
2or idea constituting the stimulus, 11 Thus it is seen 

that the adoption of a teacher's ideas by the pupils 

is not explicable entirely on the basis of the effort 

to win classroom approval. 

If the educational a1t~at1on be considered in 

its broader aspects, it becomes evident that 0 education •• -

•• represents a program or accommodation or an organization, 

1--social psychologists have by no means said the last 
word on the subject of' suggestion and imitation.Only 
the simplest sort of d1ecusa1on is presented here. 

2--Lumley . Op.Cit. page 240 
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. l 
modification, and culture of orig1na+ traits. 11 The 

entire classroom procedure, the teacher taking his pos-

ition upon a dais, the pupils' sitting in rows facing 

the teacher, the lectures, the rec1tat1ons, the dis-

cussions, the note-booke,etc. represent,e forms of accom-

modation. 0 All the social her1tagee,trad1t1ons,sent1ments, 

culture,techn1que are accommodationa•-that is, acquired 

adjustments that are ;. socially and ·not biologically trans-

mitted. "2 Ae Professors Parlt and Burgess point out, in 

the field of personal relations the. process or accom-

modation tends to take the form or superord1nat1on and 

subordination. The teacher, by ·v1rue of .his assigned 

role as lea4er in t·he classroom.; takes the lead in its 

procedures. The pupils, on the other hand, (with .few 

exceptions) accept fairly readily a subordinate status. 

Throughout their school days young people strive con-

stantly to satisfy the requirements or older persons 

who have been placed, wisely or unwisely, in a super-

ordinate relat 1on to tllem. 

These various forms of interaction gain their 

s1gn1f1cance in the social milieu as a description of 

the development of a, cial . control. uAll social problems 

1-- Park and Burgess Op. Clt. page 665. 
2~- Ibid. page 664. 
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turn out finally to be problems of social control. 111 

In education the grading system~ the auperord1nat1on 

of the teacher and the subordination of the pupils, 1n

general, ar~ meabs or dlsc1pl1ning the young to the 

social heritage, of, "breaking 1n° impetuous youth to 

sedate. conforming maturity. 

Mow, since such terms a.a cornpet1t1on, conflict, 

a.ccommoaatlon, and a.asim1lat1on are general 1n nature, 

it would·aeem that more limited studies of social 

phenomena need to be made. such investigations probably 

will result in the identification of 21any subordinate 

processes. 'Fhe classroom. affords an opportunity for 

such a. iiru1ted study. Here is a comparat1v·e1y small 

group, meoting together' regularly and carrying on its 

activities as a group within a very restricted area, 

namely. the classroom. .. on the other hand, 1t must be 

recognized that the phenomenon is by no means a simple 

one. Tl11rty or forty adults may interact 1n a variety or 
ways simultaneously.and quite often the identification 

of the more subtle varieties becomes a matter or con-

jecture. Because of tllis last., cor1eiderat1on together with 

the pa.iiclty or concrttle studies in the field previously 

mentioned, the writer felt obliged to l1mil.h1s study to 
one of the simpler aspects or classroom 1ntera.ct1on. 

Accordingly, the problem was defined finally as the 

1-- Park and Burgess Op. Cit. page 785. • 



1dent1f1cat1on and classification of' the social processes 
occurring in the verbal interaction of the cla.saroom,that 

1s, the class discussions. 

In abstracting data from the total ,classroom 

situation, the writer wishes to emphasize the relation-.
ship of the verbal interaction to the remainder of the 

classroom procedure. This interrelationship is ,a vital 

one; in fact, the various aspects of this procedure are 

inseparable in the world of common sense. Here is given 

in miniature a picture of the relations of the separate 

sciences to. the phenomenal ,vorld in general. Each science 

approaches a situation from a. .slightly different angle 

and, if one wishes to gain a balanced picture, these 

various contributions need to be synthesized. More 

specifically, the cla.aaroom s1tuat1on, or indeed, the 

larger educational situation needs to be studied by the 

paycholog1ste and psychiatrists who are concerned with the 

"individual as a. unit and the activities of this u~1t 111 

as well as by the soc1o.log1ets. Perhaps the physiologists 

would have· a contr1gut1on to rnake as to proper ventilation, 

type of chairs, l1ght.1ng, etc. The philosophers attempt 

to answer, the questions, what should be the purposes of 

education? what are the present deficiencies of the 

1-- see Professor Robert woodworth's article on Psychology 
in Wilson Gee's RESEARCH IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES. 
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system? why do these exist? Inevitably these fields 

overlap but duplication 1s preferable to omission. 

This small piece or research, then, represents 
I 

an abstraction fro.u the larger problem. of education. 

But the specific problem of this thesis needs to be 

viewed in its setting: tha.t 1s, the words spoken in 

class by students and teachers have definite antecedents 

and definite consequences. To discover preelsely what 

1s back or a statement means tracing baclt over a chain 

of events which really does not terminate even with the 

birth of the particular human organism. On the other 

hand, who can set limitations to the consequences of 

a specific act? Thus, there is an infinite regression 

and projection in the case of each specific act of 
l any indivld.ual. Obviously the situation is hopeless 

so far as research is concerned unless there is de- · 

limi:tatlon somewhere, and,. let it be added, to define 

the problem. satisfactorily-- to know just what the study 

is and what it is not-- constitutes no mean task. ·rhe 
gradual.development or the investlgator's viewpoint and 

method prior to the final definition ot the project is of 

considerable importance. An account or this development 

follows. 

1-- The late Professor Cooley f'recµ ently employed "stream 
of consclousness 11 to convey this idea. 



HISTORY OF THE PROJECT 

Since this project is exploratory in nature, 

a d.etailed history is presented, Perhaps others 1n-

vast1ga t1ng the same phenomenon subsequently will 

obtain suggestions as to method of attack from this 

account. Fir st of all, Park and Burgess' chapters on 

Contact and Interaction in their INTRODUCTION' TO THE 

SCIENCE OF SOCIOLOGY were read a.a was the discussion 

in Young's source Book for Social Psychology on the 

cll!,ssroom audience. The articles on social interaction 

in the interview in the Journal of social Forces were 

studied carefully, especially Professor Queen's re-

cording of social 1nteract1on.1 It was suggested at 

the outset that studying aevera.l classes intensively 

proba.ply would be the beat procedure. J'.\.Ccord1ngly, an 

elementary sociology class, composed exclusively or 
juniors and seniors, v1aa attended regularly for the 

remainder of the semester~ However, the writer secured 

many 11 leada" from observation of the procedure in other 

classes in some of which he was enrolled. 

In the concrete classroom situation the first 

difficulties were encountered in the recording of the 

verbal interaction. Since the writer :ts unable to use 

1-- June 1928 and June 1929 numbers. 
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shorthand, some device needed to be worked out. This was 

throughout an important item of technique. At first 

blush one might be 1ncl~ed to underestimate the 

difficulty arising here. Class discuasions proceed at 

such a rapid rate ot speed. that one must write feverishly 

and use many abbreviations if ae.equate recordings are to 

be secur:ed(provided, of course, shorthand 1a not known) • 

. i.toreover, the records were 1n such a scrawly condition 

that almost immediate tra.nsertptlon into_ a legible, co-

herent account.was necessary before any analysis was 
possible. The rap14 soribblins and the high degree or 
concentration required by the exigencies of the situation 

conduced to a teel1ns tantamount to aversion on the part 

of the writer whenever some member of the class opened 

up a discussion. Naturally the recording proceeded with 

increasing ra.c111ty as time went on; consequently this 

process becaine less tedio.us. In all fairness, however, 

it must be admitted. that during the entire period of 

thesis-gestation seldom d;id a student p~ovoke a lengthy 

discussion v11thout incurring the momentary wrath or him 

who felt obliged to take down the words or wisdom. or in-
_eptitude uttered. 

From the.beginning the writer doul!ted the advis-

ability of rec&rd~ng gestures. That these are neoeasa:r•y 

if one is to have a complete picture of the classroom_ 

a1tuat1on-1s undeniable. on the contrary, it_ must be 
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recognized firstJ, that many of the gestures are of 

a random variety, peculiar . to the 1nd1 v1duals produc-

ing them and. seoond1 that many of them are extremely 

elusive, the ·description of which requires the facile 

pen of the literary artist. In addition, early in the 

pursuance of this study, the Wl"iter felt compelled to 

focus his attention upon some one aspect of the class-
: ' '

·room sltuat_ion-- Just what aspect for pur.,poaes or a 

soc1olog1ca1 study he did not know at the tlme. 

With this bacl!ground let us .peruse the first 

materials collected from observation of the elementary 

class·previously mentioned. Before going tp th1a class 

the writer had decided to look for the effects upon the 

claas ot the following things, in addition to securing 

the actual words spoken: vocal inflection of the 

teacher, smile ot the teache~, his facial, vocal, and 

bodily gestures, rate of speaking, and repetition. A 

portion of the day's discussion as recorded follows: 

(Is) 1 the · 11 rourhundred 0 a social group? 

P(upil)-- (A group) is those acquainted. 

T(eacher)•• These are primary. Aren't there 
other social groups? ---2 

1-- words in parentheses are added to avoid ambiguity. 
2-- Thia represents an attempt to plot roughly the 

pitch or the voice 1n the last question. 
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·p--well, yes. 

(Inflection-- Two examples (?f answer being 

divined t'rom the teacherta inflection.) 

Ia the nrourhundred" a conflict (high pitch) 
or an accommodation group? 

"Confl1ct 0 was answered by some, 0 accommodat1on" 

by oth~rs. 
Are they at peace(sl1ghtly mocking) with the 
world or is there intenae(deeper voice) rivalry? 

Then everybody answered 0 rivalry". 
The la.st episode recorded this particular day runs as 

i'ollowa: 

· T-- Suggest contrast. 

P-- Gang and Boy scouts. 

T-- Which lasts longer, gang or Boy souta? 
(no inflection) 

P-- (Difference of opinion) 

. T-- Do Boy scouts work out their own rules(h1gh)?

P-- No(chorus) 

Notes on teacher-- Chair tilted baclt, informal, 
enthusiastic manner 1a contagious. waving hands, rapid 

rate of speaking. 

Early in the orientation process a list of what 

were termed 11 1nteract1onsn was collected from observation. 

Among these were: 
(l) Teacher's answer is inferred by pupils.from 

,-.

vocal inflection. 
(2) Note-taking whenever the teacher speaks slowly. 
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(3) Teacher 1rnpl1oitly(by brief attentiqn) dis-

pa.1·ages a pupil's ltnowledge or SUSBeated id.ea • 

. (4) Teacher expands on pupil's suggestion, 

thereby encouraging the class ~nd complimenting the 

pupil. 

(5) Teacher appends 11dontt we" to a · remark in 

order to remain in the classroom group(.?). · 

About this ,time a statement of the proposed 

proJect . was preaa.nted to the sociology ciepartment. At 

that meeting the situation to be studied was adjudged 

by unanimous consent to be exceedingly con1plex, 1n 

··which opinion tile writer unhea1ta.t1ngly concurred. 

Numerous suggest.ions as to procedure were given, auch 

as: (1) Get life h1st·or1es of . pupils, (2) Enlist the · 

services of other pupils, (3) S1t .1n front .part or the 

room sometimes f'ac1ng the·olass to note ·facia.l gestures, 

and (4) Get pupil reactions to the classroom outside ,the 

class. 
At this Juncture an article on an experiment with 

social interaction ,,aa · read. rrhe e:xperiment dealt With~ 

the interaction taking place in small groups or three 

p'ereons. Although the results therein set forth seemed to 

posseaa no great value', so far as this atudy was concerned, , 

the following notat,1on was ma.de: 0 Instea.d. or centering 

attention on ind1viduala .1n an environment, it would 

1-- see note (1) page 4. 
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seem desirable to center on situations in which in-

dividuals are involved". At the time the full a1gn1f-

1ca.nce of this statement did not dawn on the writer. 

Three months later, however, the identical distinction 

was deemed feasible on the basis of the exigencies of 

the problem. Considerable attention will be devoted to 

this aspect or· the study in subsequent pages. 

Aa heretofore intimated, it had been the writer's 

tentative belief' that a study of classroom gestures 
>

would 1n iteelf constitute a legitimate project. 

Professor Sap1r's description of the five levels upon 

which speech must be atud1ed at least partially corrob-

orated this v1ew.1 These leve~s are, the dynamics of 

the voice aa exem ql1f1ed by intonation, rhythm, con-

tinuity and speed, pronunciation, vocabulat·y and style. 

All or these, says sa·p1r, a.re of great importance in the 

total effect produced by the individual's voice. 

After several weeks' observation and recording, 

an attempt vras made to eet down the classroom interaction 

in terma or: first, type of ,teacher-pupil interaction, 

second, verbal aspects, ·third, non-verbal or various 

types of gestures, fourth, · 1nf~rences. Thia was almost a 

,1holeslae adoption of Professor Queen' a technique. 2 The 

obstacles in applying this technique to ·the classroom 

1-.- Quoted by Miss Robinson in "some difficulties in 
· analyzing social interaction in the interview" 

Journal of Social Forces June 1928. 
2-- See note (2) page 3. 
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were quite evident. F:1.rat of all, at this stage no suitable 

classification of interaction had been v,orked out. 

secondly, the data falling 1n the non-verbal category 
were fragmentary and included only such superficial 

forms of reaction and. interaction as smiles, laughs, 

frowns, murmurs, loud voice, hesitating manner of speak-

ing, waving of hands, leaning forward in chair. Also 

there via~ the difficulty of obtaining the words spoken 

simultaneously with these gestures, which has been re-

ferred to above, Thirdly, inferring attitudes from a 

person'· s behavior is a hazardous procedure at best. Iiot 

that inference carefully labelled has no place in 

scientific resea~ch--for it certainly has-- but with this 

technique as utilized by the wr~ter, the inferential 

material was accorded undue prominence. 

Attempts were mad.e during this early stage to 

record the interaction of glances, smiles, etc., although 

the subtleties involved were recognized from the start. 

For example, notesshow that on uovember fifteenth the 

w~1ter sat for .the f'irat t1ine in the front of the room 

facing the class. ··Hastily had been scribbled "Pupils 

cast frequent glances or wonder at me 11
• and, a little 

farther on, "pupilp smiling at teacher, sits dir•ectly 

1n front of teacher's desk, is very responsive to his 

smile; inference-- is fond of teacher0
•
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Th1s inference teems obvious enough but does it rep- . 

resent the truth or the matter? There are other pos-

S1b1l1t1es: perhaps this ~nd1vidual has failed in the 

last quiz and was endeavoring, by a profuse display of 

responsiveness, to gain or regain a higher status. Per-
haps again, this pupil was extraordinarily elated this 

particular morning. some piece ot good fortune may have 

been hers-- her lover may have whispered tingling 

blandishments to her the preceding evening ( the writer 

knows that there is actually a lover 1n this case);. 

perhaps this, perhaps. that. • or possibly this pupil is 

by nature-nurture very responsive to the smiles of others. 

Who can say? And should the writer have approached her 

on the aubJeot, what would have been of'f'ered, "good 

reasons" or "real reasons"? 

Let us take another e~ample: 

T-.. Mr. w., do you know any parallel in this 
country for "tearing things loose from their 
oonte:xt"? 
P-- I don't recall. {Slowly) 
T-- The religious controversy in the southwest. 
You say anything there and they'll pull a 
Bible on you. 
P-- Oliakes suppleznentary remarks). Inference--
spea.ks to redeem hiinself' 1n the teacher's est1m-
at 1on. 

This sort ot thins.was noted frequently. Perhaps 1;,he 

make-amends motive 1s the entire answer in some instances 

but very often offering such a single motive 1s over-

s1tnplit1cation. Possibly this pupil would.have said the 

'
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same thing regardlea·s of· his previous f allure to answer 

the question put to h1ru. An attempt was ms.de to carry the 

a11alys1a one step further and the queries were raised, 

why are all pupils more or less eager to malte good . 

recitations and good quiz marks? Is it the effect or 
parental emphasis on grades? Ia it emulation? Attempt to 

win self-esteem? To gain status in the group? Recognition 

from ·the teacher? The writer 1a strongly of.the opinio~ 

that an af'f1rmative answer can be given to all of these 

questions in hie own case. He would hesitate, however, 

to lay.down any general formulation. 

The enormous co111plexlty of the phenomena being 

studied tended to early discouragement but opposed to 

this was the flush of enthusiasm with which the writer 

had embarked upon the venture. In the endeavor to 0 pin 

· downu eome of the more subtle varieties of interaction, 

introspection waa frequently resorted to. An example ot 

this aspect of the . investigation follows. 

T-- Dld you ever hear me say anything like that 
before? 

(Pause) 
Pl and P2--(almost aimultaneousiy) Structure 
ihimita function. 

The writer was one of the pupils involved here and set 

down this notation:. "Here I was in a tension immediately 

after thefquest1on was asked. As. soon aa the other pupil 

said •structure' I automatically repeated the word a.loud, 

probably to relieve the tension. In other words,, I had 
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not arrived at the same idea 1ndependently 0 •

Toward the end of November the study resolved 
it self rather definitely into a psychologi~al analysis, 
that is, a study of the separate members of the class. 
It was felt that if the investigation was to be at ·all 
significant ,.the- past experiences of the pupils needed 
to . be known as c,on1pletely as p~ssible • . The initial ef-
fort to secure this information was mage by asking the 
members of the · elementary class first, to give the 
names of the schools attended during the last five 
years and;' if not · in school, · to 11st their activities 
during th1S·· period; second, to give the school enrolled 
in and major subject in the University; third, amount 
of college social science taken to date. The pupils 
were assured that such information as they gave the 
writer would be considered strictly confidential, From 
the first considerable effort wae made to win the con-
fidence of these pupils. The writer talked to many of 
.them before and after class sessions and on the campus. 
Everyone of the th1rty .. seven members of the class gave 
the 1nfor.mat1on aought. Of these seven were majors in 
English, six in History, three in sociology, Fine Ar-ts, 
Economics, Journalism, two in Business, Home Economics, 

·Chemistry, one 1n Latin, Spanish, and Engineering. A 
careful perusal or the contents or these papers _was 
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deferred unt11 fuller information had been secured. 

After repeated efforts a tentative clasa1f1c-

a.t1on of verbal interaction was formulated and applied 

to several class diacuasions. Again the original notes 
. 1 will be transferred without embellishment: (1} sup-

plementation, (2) contradiction, (3) Asking for ex-

planation., (4) Giving explanation--rela.tion of' facts, 

(5) Asking tor a fact, (6) Giving a fact, (7) Opinion. 

The shortcomings of this classification ure palpable. 

( 1) and ( 2) overlap with (4), ( 6), and (7); ( 4) with 

( 6) and ( 7) • The quest ion .may be properly ral aed as to

what constitu'tes a fa.ct, particularly in the realm of 

the social sciences. In general a fact is a well-auth-

enticated opinion. Therefore one who cites a generally 

acc~pted opinion to e.xpl~in something or other ie 

giving both an explanation and a fact. Or is (4) ap-

plicable only to cases wherein the pupil has propounded 

his own views? But how did he obtain his views? By actual 

formulation f'rom first-hand experience? By wholesale 

adoption or another's v1ewpo1nti or was the method a 

synthesis or these? very often an individual does not 

know exac)ly how he acquired this or that idea. Shall 

l-- The writer has chosen th1e method of preseutlng 
the thesis deliberately. The subsequent 11 touching-up" 
of original notes conduces to a lack or a.pprec1at1on 
on the pa.rt of the reader of the· developJ1ent in the 
1nvest1~ator's viewpoint and method. 
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the distinction between (6) and (7) rest upon the 

memory of the· person concerned-- "giving a fact•• it 

he remembers definitely that he read or heard this 

statement such and such a place and ,.giving his own 

opinion" if' he knows def'1nltely that he worked the 

idea out for himself or if.he cannot remember whether 

he did or not. such a ~istinotlon possesses little or 

no validity. The -reader can easily note other dif-

ficulties 1n the example given on the next page. The 

writer was d.1acover1ng for himself the poignant truth 

of Park: and Burgess' initial statement concerning 

social interaction that it 11 1s not a common sense 

idea". His .attention at that time was fixed upon the 

reactions of the separate individuals comprising the 

class, not upon their interaction. Not being able to 

see the forest for the trees describes exactly the 

bewilderment at this juncture. 

one day, about the middle of Deeember, the 

writer took charge of the elementary class which he 

was studying intensively. He discussed the nature of 

social interaction a,t the outset and especially 1ts 

applications to classroom procedure. The major portion 

or the hour, however. was devoted to the bearing or an 

individual's past upon his present behavior. Since the 

aim was to secure as much information from these pupils 
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Type of in- Teacher 
teract1on 

SUPPLEMENT- .
ATION 
OPIMION 

My guess aa to what will 
happen to Mussol1n1 is 
that someone will stick 
a stiletto in his back 
and it'll come out the 
front. Then they'll have 
a. large, ornate funeral. 

Well, I'm not naming the 
number or ieara he has 
but (laugh} 

EXPLAMATION Oh, a person might come 
to be permanently deoept• 
1ve. That's true.... . 

SUPPLE.MEHT-
AT:1:0N 

(Laugh)

l 1?uoils 

(Laugh) 

1- someone has given 
him six years to live. 

2--What about a person 
using deception? 

2~ I have in my memory 
a student who said"all 
you have to do to get a 
grade ou~ of that prof. 
is kid him along, make 
him think he's right". 

{Mild laughter) 

(Teacher had been saying that an individual's 
affiliation with various groups of~en lead to 
contradictlono in personality.) . 

3• But a person has to 
CONTRA-. be congenial if he wants
DICTION to live in a certain group. 

Yes, that's true. When 1n 
Rome do as the Romana. But 

EXPLANATION 1n this day and age, we have 
a choice. That is, suppose 
we take a hip-flask group; · 
you don't want to drink. 
well, you don't have to 
Join that group, do you? ••• 

2- no instincts play any 
part in personality? 

Yes, if you assume there 
EXPLANATION are instincts. Obviously 

they are the starting point. 

1-- Numbers designate persons. 
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as they ware willing to give, the writer could think 

or no better means of establishing rapport than nar-

rating sorne of hla own past experi~nces. Probably noth-

ing is BO disarming as the attitude nI am willing to 

do the very thing I am aalting you to do and I' 11 do 

it f1rat 11
• Afterwards the members of the class were 

requeste<t to· write out within the next several days: 

(1) Part1cular·exper1enees which were believed 

to have operated to malte the present classroom. be-

havior what it was. 

(2) -A chronological account of past experiences 

noting especially, (a) location of the home, (b) ec-

onomic status, education, etc. or the parents, brothers, 

sisters, (c) educational experiences from the element-

ary grades up so far as these could be remembered, 

(d) play and sununer act1v1t1es, (e) Jobs lleld if' not 

·attending school all the time. The upplls were told that 

all thia ~utobiographica~ material would be considered 

confidential. Further, it wa13 ·requested that the ac-

counts be as com~lete as time would perm~t. Twenty of 

the thirty•aeven pupils submitted th1a material. Three 

or the more 1ntere.st1ng papers are ·given belovr. 

n !. Things that I believe affect my classroom 
behavior • 

.. ,. Combination of physical and mental abilities. 
Wh~n I was about six years old I had to undergo an 
adenoidectomy to prevent tuberculosis of the glands or 
my throat and aa a result or the enlarged adenoids, my 
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tor1s11s· had become infected and it had all drained on 
my strength.. !was physically weaker than the other bo7s 
and, besides that, I skipped a couple of grad.es, three 
half years to be exact, in grade school and I was con-
sequently unable to cope with the other boys. In 
Junior high I noticed this apparebt weakness of mine 
and fought for ,myself. I v,as always whipped, however, 
by the tough North Lawrence boys and I developed a shyness 
that extended even into the olat1sroom. I think that I 
have overcome 1t to a grjat degrel, but it has its effect. 

0 b. Read.ing-- I have always read voraciously. 
I have read much or the beet literature ever written 
as well as a good d.eal not ao good and a great deal of 
very poor quality. I am greatly interested in prose 
narrative writing, d.isgusted with most of the poetry 
that 1a crammed into me 1n my literature classes, and 
practically fed up with all detective stories, save 
those·or s.s.va.n Dine. l think my reading has had more 
effect on my cl~ssroom behavior than any other thing. 

"c. Loves-- I had three simultaneous loves in 
grade school. One survived, but after I skipped a grade 
or two ahead of her, I lost interest and forgot her. 
There was another that struck me harder. It lasted 
throughout my Junior high period, but I was'so shy that 
I was afraid to talk to her. I should probably talk too 
much now. This affair, one-aided as it was, contributed 
to this shyness of mine. I have been troubled with no 
such feelln&a since then, but I believe that I should 
recognize it quickly if it came along. 

11d. Rapid progress 1n school--! have gained a 
certain facJlity for soaking up things given in the 
classroom so that I spend my study time with those things 
that I am interested in and get by in the others. I am 
a junior and will be nineteen next April. 

"II My Life 
I was born April 30,1911, near De Soto, Kansas. 

At the age of ten days I was moved to Lawrience and have
lived here since tha~ ti1ne. I remember very little of 
that tr1p. I have never been farther east than Illinois 
nor west or Topeka. My parents are ot the low middle 
class economically. My rather had a country schooled-
ucation and later a course in the Kansas City business 
college. My mother had a high school educat1on·and was 
valedictorian of her class. When they came to Lawrence 
my father worked first for the street car company, then 
for the Railway Express Comoany. He has been the latter 
company for thirteen or fourteen years and 1s now cashier 
of this ·brbnch and second in command.at the Lawrence 
office. He doesn't understand youth very well and ia a 
bit selfish with my mother, but he tries hard and has 
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even more f'rienda than my rather. Sha has a great under-
standing and her ability to keep peace in a rather 
quick tempered family 1s marvellous. I have a brother 
who 1s sixteen., a senior 1n high school and a sister or fourteen who· is in the ninth grade, going to high 
school next semester. I am largely of German blood but 
there ia a strain of' .Y.:ngl1sh anc:t Dutch going back, so a 
lawyer great uncle of mine c.la.1ms to have found out., that 
goes bac1c to one of the origim,l 1620 Mayflower shipment. 

11 I went through grade school in four years and 
had a fairly good time there. We used rto have to tell 
ator1es, rather we did so for enjoyment. There waa a 
girl and myself' that was invariably called upon and 
usually it was 1. I made up some or the geeatest con-
glomerations or fairy t~ile fiction that ever existed. 
The pupils aeemed to like it and since then I have often 
wondered what the teacher thought of it. I imagine I 
or1gina.ted the grade acho&l continued story snd usually 
when I went to tell an installment of my long-winded 
narrative I had to1~gotten what I had said the last time 
so I went .ahead with another one. The pupils never knew 
1t but enjoyed 1t. I don't remember much of 1t but I 
have been told all about it. The only thing that I re-
member 1a that once when I was allowed to tell a story 
I said to the class 1n my most urbane manner "Where were 
11e. Oh yes, the 11 t t le boy waa down by the seashore. 0

· Those were my exact words. I don't know why they .stand 
out as they do. I do remembai~ too, that once when this· 
rival of mine--the g1rl--was called upon, I stuck m.y 
fingers in my ears and was soundly slapped by the teacher. 
Ae it happens the same g1rl was. my secret love. 

0 I apent the full time 1n Junior high and lived 
a miserable life. I fought often and was always whipped. 
I don't care to hear Emy more about junior high school--
as the two black crows would say. 

"H1gh school V'IB.S better. I began to get interest- · 
ed 1n other things and went through the three years in 
two and a half and went into the university at fifteen. 

"I have taken one year of piano le aona(ten 
years of age), two or violin (thirteen and fourteen 
years of a.ge)and two years of saxophone(sixteen and seven-
teen years of age and a~ still taking). The latter is 
my beat love although last year I played violin 1n the 
Little Symphony orchestra and am playing a violin in it 
this year a11d the director ha.a asked me to play in the 
K.u. Symphony next sevleater. I an1 greatly interestecl in 
popular dance 1nua10 and a.m talt1ng harmony and trying to 
teach myself', with the help of a¢rad1o and the best re-
cording orchestras, to 1!la.1re ~ance music. 

"I am still a voracious reader and am interested 
in writing. I am an English major and ,vae a member ot 
Pen and scroll in my sophomore year. 
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.,The past four years I have worked in a 
privately-owned oaah g:tocery store on Saturdays. At
first I worked in the back room but now my chief 
occupation, outside of decorating the vegetable win-
dow, letting the cust omera talk, giving · everybody a · 
big grin to take out w1-th him, giving the ba.ckroom 
boys an .idea of what to put . on the shelves, etc., ie 
pounding an adding machine for approxl~ately fourteen 
hours every Saturday. I am. pa.id well, however, and I 
enjoy trie worlt b.ecauae of the varieties of people 
that I meet and the -oersonal contact with the owner 
of the ·· ato1"\e and· the· two: other ,employee. I could 
write a book on theee three people and have enough 
left over for a dozen mtire. 

"I am a member or the Leader's tumbling· class 
although, when I was in J"unior hi5h, I \'.-as the poorest 
tumbler in the 11gym' cla~s, . 

nI am no psychoanalyst or any other sort of 
f'alta character analyzer, so I shan't try to explain 
my thin king, m;t fmagina t ion, my dream world ( not 
quite as active now as formerly), etc. I don't believe 
that I will ever., ·even when I get old, look back and wish 
to be younger again. I have more- fun every year and, 
although I am not, very old, I am. very glad that I am not 
back in my early school years. I think that I will 
always find .plenty to keep me busy and when it is time 
to move on, there ls probably some other world to live 
in as another stage of existence 1n this thing p~ople 
call eternity. 11 

This young man, then, seems rather nbrlght 11 but 

prefers to concentrate his efforts ppon non-school 

activities. He seems to have no ambitions to excel.! 1n 

academic work, made a grade or C in elementary sociology. 

Further, he part1o1pa.ted seldom in discussions. 

The next autobiography is not as detailed. It 

was written by a young lady \'lho failed in this course. 

"I waa born in a small Kansas town by the name 
of Ionia ir1 1908. I moved to Kansas City, .Missouri when 
I was a year old. 

0My father is a dnet1st and, on the whole, we 
have a very comfortable 1nco;.ue, ·but not too much. YJe
own our own house, have a Ford coupe, which rny father 
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takes down town for worlt., and a Hudson which 1s used v;hen 
the whole family goes r1d.1ng. This is also paid for. we 
never buy anything on the installment plan or have a 
charge account at any of the stores, unless it is in 
my father's business. . 

11My father and mother were both teachers in 
country schools 1n Kansas. Neither had very much edu-
cation, because there were large families on both sides. 
Both had to get out and make their own living, which 
1e not easy to do. They went to norinal schools in order 
to teach. 

"I finished ward school, high school, and Junior 
college at Kansas City. Tb1a is my first year a.t K.u. 

"I have never worked, so do not know all the 
hardships of life, but I do know there are plenty of 
them. I have never been away from home for long periods 
of time. Thie is the longest. 

0 'l'llere are four 1n our family. ?<li.y sister, who 
1s thirteen months older than I, lives at a sorority 
house here 1n Lawrence. while I stay at Corbin. I 
have alway a had somebody 1n the family with me wherever 
I go. Tb1s is the first time I have lived by myself, 
but 1t is not exactly by myself. I room with a girl at 
Corbin whom I like· fine. 

"There is nothing in my classroom behavior 
except shyness to talk and readiness to rspond. I am 
very slow in reading and writing, which handicaps me a 
great ~eal. It takes a long time for anything to soak 
into my head .• I also have a weakness in falling to 
understand the quest ions. I never was very good in 
school but at least I got this far~" · 

Thie young lady's classroom behavior conforms 

closely to the description given above. Altogether, 1t 

is a fair inference that she is paes1ng through a 

critical period at present. 

Here is a very brief one. 
0 I was born in Topeka. Sl y parents moved to Fort 

Scott when I was eight months old. Have lived there since. 
My rather and mother were both born in Russia. liy 
father was grad.uated from high school in Russia, then 
he came to America. Mother has been in this country 
since she was three years old. She dropped out of school 
when she finished the sixth grade. 

· '* IJ!y home c~md1t1ons have been of a general type. 
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· Father has a store and. I have spent most of my time there 
when I wasn't in school. My mother was always prejudiced 
about letting me go out for any· kind of athletics, so 
rny physical life was developed with playmates. when I 
got olde:r, I toolt '3ym' at school and spent some time 
at the Y.M..C.A. My mother also kept after me to read 
books, which I ,.,ae loathe to do and at present I arn sorry 
for this because I see that 1f I read more boolte, my 

· lesoons would be more easier (sic) .• Mother a.lao saw to 
1t that I should put in an hour's practice on rfly violin 
every day. 

"As to my education, I went to school 1n Fort 
Scott from the first grade till I finished the Junior 
college there. All through school I have , a.lwaya liked 
to debate any statement that I think is wrong, whether 
it came from a student or teacher. But here at the Un1-
vere1 ty I find that it is not ru ch a good policy to 
do (sic}, so I Just walt to talk until I am called upon. 0

The last statement is hardly true. '1.1hia pupil 

may believ-e that it would be better to speak only when 
spqken but his earlier propensity, "I have alw~ye liked 

to debate any ata~ement that .I think ie wrong", was 

evidenced rather frequently. S1ncehe spoke in a loud., 

unabashed manner, some of the pupils seemed to :resent it. 

But one day, 1n converaat ion with the wx·ite!', he 

volunteered the 1nfor~atlon that he did not mean to be 

argumentative-- Just wanted to understand. "some of these 
things". 

space wlll not permit the inclusion of more or 
these autobiographies. All of the~u ;are interesting and 

hold a wealth of information to one gifted with unusually 
keen insight. Excerpts from several ott1ex·s may be in-
cluded, howevet'• 

u l have the tend.ency · to speak only when I reel 
that I t:un adding something new. Many contributions of
the students seem superfluous.n This was from a student 
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who made an A in the course. 

2, 0 Under some teachers who were eccentric or 
given to sarcasm, I was always absolutely tongue-tied. 
S1noe I have come to K.n., where I am again amoug ab-
solute strangers, I find it more and more difficult to 
enter into class d1acuas1ona or even recite when called, 
It seems as if I have never been able to talk about 
anything sensibly to anyone or before anyone I do not 
know, while I can literally· talk an arm off a friend.'' · 

3. "thus,. to a certain extent, iny life has been 
aser1es of ups and downs. The loss of u1y pa.rents gave 
me, at an early age, a sense or responsibility. Con-
ditions have not always been the happiest. Contrary to 
general &pinion, living continually in a group has not 
resulted ln malting me a very extrovertive type of per-
son. Thie may be due to the.fa.ct that I was always 
fond of reading and ao,when I was especially tired of 
crowds, I buried myself 1n my books. Here was an outlet 
for my feelings; yet I feel most at home in groups. I 
can now look back on my past life and think how fortunate 
I have been. ?eople have been moat kind and helpful 
toward ,helping me fulfill my ambitions. Perhaps this 
brief generalization of the facts in my life will supply 
a faint background 1nregard to my classroom behavior, 
perhaps not. 0

Next a classroom experiment was proposed. This 

was work~d out with the assistance of the instructor 1n 

charge1.who made these suggestions: 

1. 'l'ake fifteen m.1nutes or a period. 

2. Have a stenognapher record everything said. 

3. Note identity of participants. 

4. Have part of the class note action of the 
rest; for example, tensions. anticipation, laughter, etc. 

5. After the stenographer writes out the verbal 
record, undertake to correlate this with the observed 
action, talt1.ng all or part of another class period to 
do this. 

6. Aleo attempt to correlate the discussion and 
action with mental action of teacher and students (ob• 
Jectives~ inferences, emotions). 

1-- Professor Stuart A. ,Queen. 
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7. Study relation of discussion to the text 
material assigned. 

8. Study relation of the participation by in-
dividual students to their personal history. 

Seven pupils were designated as observers. They were 

asked to .look for racial and oth:er gestures, and make 

inferences relative tQ the pupils participating in the 

discussion. on January thirteenth the ·pupil observers, 

stenographer, and writer were distributed in the front 

part of the room and at the aides. The experiment lasted 

about fifteen minutes. The entire next period was given 

over to a class discussion of the experiment. The ver-

bal interaction was placed upon the blackboard and the 

teacher, participants, and observers described the 

s1tuat1on r,rom their respective angles. A portion or the 

results are set forth on pages 32 and. 33. 'fhe teacher 

conducting the class set down these ,objectives: 

1. Call first on students who respond readily 
in order to get the class going qulcl{ly 1n a normal 
fa.sh ion. 

2. Choose these from the rront row in order that 
they may be easily observed. 

3. Recognize volunteers as usual 1n order to 
encourage 1n1t1at1ve and participation in the discussion. 

4. Call on one or two who do not ordinarily par-
ticipate much on their own initiative, but who are 
likely to have smneth1ng to say. 

5. Outl1ne on the blackboard in order to focus 
attention ·and aid aud.1tory imagery ,with visual. 

Seve·ral days before the end of the esmester, the 
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T- In order to ~et the distinction or the terms and 
correlat·e today a work with what we have done before 
and to clarify 1deaa, I thought it might be well to 
distinguish what is involved ln each ot these things 
by ·outlining them on the blackboard. Mias H, contrast 
accommodation and an a1rnila t 1on. · 

. Pl- Assimilation is a process ot interpenetration, 1n 
which people of one group acquire the memories and 
sentiments of . another group and ln ·thla.way they 
become 1nterpenetrated with. them. Accommodation con-
sists 1n an adjustment of social relations. 

T- Ia there any difference in the sorts or contacts 
essential to these, in terms of primary and second-
ary? Are pr1ma·ry contacts essential to either. of 
these or both? Miss E. 

P2- Both of these are essential to prlmary contacts. 

T- Yes •. Can · you have an accommodat 1&n between ·two , 
nations? 

P2- Pardon? 

T- (Repeats) 

P2- You need . primary contacts or representatives of 
nations, but ·not wlth nations. 

P3- we have to have them betwe~n ~ations, I think. 

P4- I don't think we need primary contacts between nations 
because they can adjust . their affairs without necessar-
ily coming into close relationship on a variety of subjects. 

P3- suppose Germany wants to become a republic like 
the United states with a president. They naturally 
would send over people here to look over the govern-
ment, then they would start their primary · contact. 

T- Is it possible tor people to sit down across the 
table as delegates and still not have prtmary con- ·· 
tacts? · · · 

P2- I think it's more successf'ul on a more free basis 
and not so formal. 
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Observers' · 
comments 

Called on this pupil de- Teacher · waves chalk ·hand. Re-
liberately. She ia usually a.ct ions to ·f.mawers easily ob-
well prepared, servable. ·Started in rather 

loud a_nd strained voice which 
soon became natural. 

Had Emtlcipated such a Head up and down. Fingered 
quest ion and had partial).y pencil. Eyebrov,s contracted. 
worlted out· the dlstlnction.'l'one halting. 
Slightly nervous. 
Teacher well .pleased with 
Pl' s reel tat ion. 

P2 said she was taKen off 

In caae or inadequate answer, 
rreacher looks over class for 
pupil comments. 

her guard. Question riot ·p2 laughed nervously, leaned 
comprehended, so "st.alls forward in chair. Fingered 
for time" by asking fot pen. . 
a reata.te1nent. · 1•eaohe"'· pushed back hair, 
1reacher· slightly disappoint-leaned on chalr. Nervous·.
ed with P2'a answers. clearing of throat. 

P3 stated that his idea Voice loud. Hmiom hand wav-
here was suggested by pre~ 1ng. Easy manner.-
vious answer .• Aware of ob-
servers. 

P4 was self-conscious at the 
beginning. : Later concentrat-Uaed hand to asoisi 11'1 get-
ed on -expressing thOUGht. ting idea across. 

P3 used Germany here because 
it flashed 1n ·mind first. 
Had no def 1n1t e point of 
view, but vranted to O aee
the thing throuf5h u , 

P2 saw chance .here to re-
deem herself. spoke cono1ae-
ly becijuee so many wanted to 
talk 
1-- Severa.l pupils con1plained to. the writer that the 
presence or so many persons 1n the front of the room 
facing the participant pupils made them nervous and thus, 
they asserted, the reeul'te were impaired. 
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class was asked to turn 1n a final paper on (1) 

features or the course which were liked, (2) feat-

ures disliked. considerations were to be given to 

the teacher's methods, personality, the textbooks 

used, other members or the class. One pupil wrote 

this criticism: 

"Coming as I do from the engineering school, 
this course 1s · something entirely new to me •. I have 
enjoyed the type of d.1scuss1ons which have been 
carried on in class, and as a 'flunk' or a 'pass' in 
the course has meant little to me, I have been an 
interested spectator or what went on, I like very 
much the method of instruction used, I am of the 
opinion that a mixed class helps a. great deal in this 
type of course to get at the major topics .• A class 
composed of only one sex would not .respond as this one 
has. The only fault I have t.o find with the course is 
with the text and I am sure this cannot be helped 
much, I find that reading several different texts does 
not give so much a broadening or the outlook but only 
a repetition of' what has been covered ... 

Here. ia another: "I like very much the simple, 
clear way that the instructor presents the course. His 
Jolly personality may have had much to do with 1t, for 
without a doubt, he 1s one prof'easo:r who 1s human. 
(It is to be understood that this 1s sincerity and not 

· 'apple-polishing•) The idea or following the syllabus 
1s a good one, I think, because it sort or gives a 
definite outline to the course. I find it also makes 
reading sociology easier, since there are definite 
questions to which one 1s trying to find answers. There 
is nothing much that I disliked about the course, I 
wish there could have been more experiments ( a.a the 
one on olassroo1n behavior) carried out by the class, 
but perhaps this 1s not easily done in an elementary 
class. I might add,. that with the exception or about 
two or three m.embera or the class, who I must admit 
get on my nerves with their artificial, 'know-.1t-a.ll' 
manner of reciting, the clas.s is a good one." 

Thia terse statement came from a chemistry 

major: 
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0 Agreeable features ot sooiology course 50. 
(l) Re1at.1ve unimportance or this course 1n 

my curriculum. 
(2) Three hours credit. 
( 3) Wider acquaintance at the Uni vereity, 
~4) Greater perspective. 

Disagreeable features. 
(l) Tiresome, tedious reading. 
(2) General1zat1ons and terminology ·about things 

1n v1hich I am not particularly interested .• 
·(3) Buying a Davie-Barnes text for th~ee as-

aignruentstn 

Thus, the writer completed the investigation 

of the first semester. confident that certain valuable 

results had been secured but uncertain a.a to the rele-

vancy of these to a definitely sociological study of·. 

the classroom situation. 

The same technique wa.s continued at the dlpening 
class. 

of the second semester: another elementary similar to 

the one studied 1ntens1vely during the preceding semes-

ter, waa attended regularly and other classes intermittent-

ly. D1ecuaa1ons were recorded as were certain observed 

and iiiferred reactions of the members of these classes. 

Ho,vever, in the attempt to arrive at a sociological 

approach to the study of social pathology during the 

first several ,1eeks of the second semester, the writer 

discovered important t'lea.ds''. Commenting upon 1nveat1-

gat1one of social interaction among emall ch1ldren, 

Thomas states that n Even when t,heae records were made 

strictly in terms of overt behavior, they were round
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to be highly 1mpress1on1st1c and d~pendent upon the 

1d1oayncra.a1es of the observern.l These experimenters 

worked with small groups og pre-school childlren. This 
being true, one could not expect to describe completely 

classroom interaction 1n which thirty or forty college 

students were involved.. Elsewhere Miss Dorothy Thomas 

says that "Available data 1n regard to social behavior 
consist largely or descriptive accounts-- case histories 
and diarj records. These are often very illuminating 
social behavior documents but they present certain 
difficulties as material for sc1ent1f1c analysis. The 
data obtained ••• are selective, inconsistent, and 
usually incomparable with other records, ••• at their 
worst these records a.re such an 1nterm1xture of facts 
and interpretation as to be utterly worthless from a 
sclent1f1c point or view. Even-at their objective bast 
the selection and e~phaaia are more or leas dependent 
upon the reoordert•. . . 

And again she states, ''Overt expressions of any act 
or behavior are so exceedingly complicated that a com-
plete record 1s 1mposs1ble. u} .

On the basis of h1s experience with the classroom 

si tuat1on, the wrl.ter feels that these quoted. statements 

may be applied quite readily to this proJeet. 

Thus, as the foregoing paragraphs attest, the 

i_nvestigator groped into numepous blind alleys 1n 

1-- W.I. and Dorothy Thomas- ... THE CHILD IN AUERICA P• 622. 
2-- Thomas, Dorothy (and others)-- SOME NEW TECHNIQUES. 
FOR STODYING SOCIAL BEHAVIOR Introduction: Methodology 
or Experimental sociology page 3. 
3-- Ibid. page 5, 
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seeking to define a suitable project. Finally, however, 

the atudy was resolved into an 1den·t1ficat1on and

classification,. or the social processes occurring in 

class discussions. 7Yh1le this definition o'f the project 

has not been based directly on suggestions derived from 

any particular author or line of investigation mentioned 

1n the History or .the Project, ,nevertheless 1t would have 

been impossible without these. Following this somewhat 

, lengthy d1scuse1on of the preliminary steps, an analysis 

.. of the project proper 1s submitted. The pages that 

follow, then, are devoted to an exposition o:f the social 

processes as they occur 1n class dlacuasions. 
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THE SOCIAL PROCESS Ut CLASS DISCUSSIONS 

In the foregoing pages the steps 1n the devel-

opment of the writer's viewpoint and method have been 

1rid1cated as accurately as possible. However, after the 

project was limited to an analysis of the social 

processes occurring in class d1acuaelons, steps 1n the 

deve.lopment c1o not stand out ao clearly. Two of· the 

more obvious processes were identified first, "conflict" 

and "mutual supplementat1on11 , and numerous class dis-

cussions were recorded1 in order that additional pro-

cesses might be discovered. Since moat of the class 

discussions studied during the first semester had been 

recorded, this material was available for classification 

a.lso. out of this more or leas confused 1:nass or data, 

the following processes slowly emerged: 

(1) 'Mutual supplementation 

(a) Spontaneous-- auccesa·1ve statements. 

(b) Stimulated-- Teacher asks questions: 
ttanyth1ng elsen, ••other factors", etc. 

( 2) Cont rove ray 

(a)· conflict-- opposing statements. 

(b) ·sparring-- m1lder than conflict. 
Interrogations. 

1 ... - sometimes a stenographer was employed. 
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( c) Pursuan ce-res1eta.nce. 

(3) Pursuance-Avoidance 
( 4) Purauance-E.ffort 

(5) Pursuance-Elaboration 
(6) Pursuance Acquieacencel 

In ad.d.1t1on, a mere question and answer might 

be considered a process but the writer prefers to con-
sider 1t an aborted process. That is to say, many of the 

processes set forth above start with a. question and 

answer but. what follows this question and answer, the 
further development. determines how the episode shall 

be claas1t1ed. More elaborate explanations of these 

processes tollow together with illustrations. 

MUTUAL SUPPLEMENTATION 

The term ttmutual supplementation" has i!been

employed reg~rdlesa or the seeming tautology to con-

vey the idea or several pupils,, or the teacher and one 
or more pupils, making contributions to the ttllpic under 
cons1derat 1on. In the case o.f the O spontaneous n type 

the d1acuse1on runs along easily, with several pupils 

and, perhaps, the teacher adding their bits to the 

discussion. In °-atimulatedu supplementation, on the other 

l·- Hyphenated terms have been utilized so that the pro-
cesses may not be ea.id to have been characterized from 
one angle only. The writer has round no single words to 
express these ideas. 
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hand, the teacher calls ppon pupils in eucceaaion or 

uses such phrases as "other factors", "anything else 0
,
1 

These two very often occur together; that is, 11 spon-

taneoua0 supplementation may lull, whe:reupon the 

teacher may ask for "other factors••, starting up, 

thereby, another "spontaneous" episode. 

Spontaneous 
I' 

P- They (Hillsboro .Mennonites) don't bel1evE, in voting. 

T- well, you see, they don't want to belong to the 
larger group. 

P2- They don't have automobiles or radios or any of the 
modern things~ · 

T- 1I1hey don't like the new\ inventions. 

P2- But lately they have been getting these things--, 
some ·of them. 
T- well, that would threaten their group solidarity. 
:Johnny turns on the ·radio, hears Jazz. Says, "that 
sounds pretty good". How you gonna keep them down on 
the farm after they've aeen Paree. 

II

T- What are the various types or controls exercised 
in our every day life? 

P• Driving fifteen miles per hour on the cam.pus. Isn't 
that control by the Un1versi1ty? 

T- More or leas. 

P- Dress? 

T- That's a result of control 

l·- The second variety or this process has been dea-
cr1b.ed as "stimulated" only because the stimulation is 
m~re obvious than in the case or the "spontaneous 0 type. 
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P2- wouldn't you. say there were three types-- public 
opinion, re 11gion, ( P2 forget a the third one) • . 

P3- Then there's social control through ostracism. 

T- Yes, they are tangible things: lif't of the eye-
brow, not being invited to cl.inner-- little things. 

III

(The advisability of requiring heal1;,h cert if lcates of 
those desiring to marry is under discussion.) 

P· I th1n1t. 1t would improve the race, etc. 

T- You think it would give tis better i,,.ople? 

P- Yes.

T- Many states have such a law at present. But 1t•e not 
c'Ufficult to get, around lt •. 

P2- A law like that causes more corruption sometime a .. 

T- It often does that, all right, when a physical 
certificate is necessary. 

St1mulat~d 
I 

T- Are you aware or any rivalry in this classroom, Miss W? 

P- well• everyone wants to get a better grade. 

T- Yea. Anything else? 

P- If aperson believes a certain thing, he tries to 
bring others to that view, et~. 

T- can't you do good work without keeping others from 1t? 
sure you can; often your good work makes others work· 
better. What else, Miss K? 

P2- I can't think or any but these two. 

T- Anything else? 
P3- There's oornpet1t1on for seats ,at the beginning or the 
sen1eeter. 
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P4- several people ,,ant to. tallt at once-- that's com-
petition in claaa. 

T- Yes, that' a a good exam.ple. 

,II

T- M1sa !t. asks th1a quost ion: ivould 1t not make marriage 
more auccesef'ul to require a. physlcal eert1t'1ca.te rros1 
the doctor at tlle time of marriage, ••• Mr. H? · 

P• I~~n not sure that you'd make much 1raprovement that
vmy. Aa 1t 1a people know ea.ch other's health when they 
nre plann1ng to get m.arr-1ed. _ 

1:• What do you think about 1t, Mt11 • C? 

P2• ~:ell, they have 1t in Morth Da~:ota and conditions 
don't seem to be much better. 

III

'l'- Why d.o the socalled lo\lrer o lasses have larBer ramilies • 
Mlss R? 

'?- well t funds (pause} and schooling .• 

1'• Can't thinlt ot o·there. 

P2- People, as they get aore money, stay 1n school longer 
and get married later., 

rr- (Suppleriiente) 

P3• People can't get around as well if they have kids. 
Apartment ow;ners don' t want them. 

CONTROVERSY 

"Controversy" 1s the general term that h8s been · 

used to describe ep1aodes 1n claaa di ecuaalons ill which 

there .appears to be some d!fferenoe of op_1n1on. In the 
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case or 0 conflict 0 there 1s a sharply-defined divergence. 

TW(? persons are usually involved •. In examples I and II 

which follow, one of the persons is the teacher; in ex-

ample III, both a.re pupils. ''Sparring" 1a milder, the 

dlv~rgence of opinion is implied rather than stated un-

equivocally. Interrogations of a thought-provoking, 

rhetorical nature are frequently used here .• But-- and 

herein.11.eo the balls or differentiation between "spar-

ring" and "purauanoe-resiatancen-- if these interrogations 

are answered definitely in the negative by another, the 

process ls termed 0 purauance-resistance 0
• In the three 

examples or this last process, the teacher 11 purauea" but 

it 1s easily conceivable that one of the pupils should 

do the "pursuingu while the teacher "resists". 

conflict 
I 

T- '£here are two mafor d1v14ions of clashes between peoples; 
compet 1 t ion, v,hich is continuous, impersonal, wi th"11aware-
neas and conflict, intermittent, personal, awareness. How 
does the struggle for existence figure 1n human affairs? 

P- Well, there's competition in trade. 

T• That's competition 1n economics but not 1n the Park 
and Burgess sense. 

P- Hen compete for the same positions. 

T• That again is oonsc1ous. 

II

P- That's one thing about the .Ltalia.ns ·1n this country, 
they live in the underworld and break the laws. 
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T- I wonder how far it 1a the for~igner's fault. 

P- Well, 1n Kansas City the Italians make barrels of 
the stuff, · 

T- y·ea, but· they don't drink l t. 

P- No, but they make it. 

T- Well, but don't they need customers? 

P- Oh, sure, but •••••• 

T- The inl~,1 reason more one-hundred-percent Americans 
don't maJte it is because their afraid of getting caught. 

P- well, at least they respect the law. 

T- I'd hardly call that respect • 

. III

P- I think. the United States ought to stay out or these 
countries, ••• They would be Just as well off and the other 
country would be better off. 

1'2- How can they stay out? Take Cuba for example; we 
had to step in there to protect our rights. 

P- we d1d no·t have to take the Philippine Islands, 
though. we should have left them. a.lone. we have not 
cared about anybody else. Just Llke our missionaries 
going to China. I don't think they have any business 
going over there. 

Sparring 
I 

P- we are assertive when we are sure of our ground, 
when we've had experience with the thing. 

P2- Yes, but how about a defense mechar11sm? An in-
feriority complex? 

P3- Don't you think: the attitude or tlle group has a 
lot to do with it? 

P2- How about bull-headedness? ••••• 
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view and not be bull-headed. 

T- Is that selt~assertion? 

II

'f- ·:7hat' a the difference between na.tiormllsai and im-
perialism'! 1914 vms the climax or nat1orw.llsm; perhaps--
we hope so. 

P- lciperlallso is more agrese1ve. 

T- There cun't be anything more aggressive than war. 

?2- Germany 'was haperlal1st1c 1n the world war, wasn't 
she?

T- F~ance ~asn't. She didn't want territory? 

P2- Yes, but Germany was after more 1n the begiru1ing 
wo.sn' t she'? 

III

r, ... A.ren't artists kind of dumb? 

T- Are they dumb or only so in some respects? 

P~ course, I dnn't know much about it bu~ aren't they 
ssnerally people with rather low I.Q's? 

T- ~ell now, are they? 

Pursuance-res1atance 
! 

P- Ithink it's a foolish question. The marriage in-
stitution seems to be satisfying the needs. Must he 
satisfactory. The institution has always been changing. 

T- You Chink: institutions just cht.r1ge? 

p .. Sure, things change. People ·Just have a different 
attitude toward divorce. Marr1a6e institution will 
change 1teelf. 

'r- Itself·? sorne leaders a.re necessary, aren't they? ·who
will start the thing? 
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P- Well, I suppose seberal leaders are necessary. But 
take polygamy that \'78 had once •••• 

T- We still have 1t. Where have you been? 

P- Well, where were the leaders in that? It was just 
an economic matter. 

II

P- women have a maternal instinct, don't they? 

T- Well, do they? 

p ... Sure. You take a little girl with a doll, for in-
stance. They Just aeem to do it naturally. 

T- Mightn't little girls be imitating their mothers? 

P- Well, no-- at least aot in this case. (Tells or a 
girl reared in an orphanage.) 

II!

P- The black and white races should be \gept separate 
and not intermingle. (Thia pupil v,aa reading a paper to 
the class which she had written.) 

T- Ia that what you really believe? 

P- Um.huh. 

T ... Well, is such a scheme p:r-actlcable, though? 

P- It seems to me·1t's a.bout as practicable as a.ny 
other program I have heard ••••••• 

T- But how about the near whites? You wouldntt know 
where to draw the line, would you? 

P- Oh I think -that ,could be wo:riz.ed out.

l?URSUAMCE•A'l0IDANCE

In the process termed "pursuance-avoidanoen 

there 1s one person seeking unsucceeafully to evoke a 
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l response from another, The ''avoidance" may be of 

several varieties: first, as in example I, a pupil 

may make a contribution but ref'use to say more when 

another, ueually the teacher, seeks to evoke a fuller 

response. second, as. the second and third illustrations 

1nd.lcate, there may be a.refusal to say anything except 

ttr don't know 1
', etc. The la.st example is a case whe~in 

the teacher avoids committing himself by throwing the 

question back upon the questioner. 

I 

P- I know a case of a man ,rho 1s submissive, His parents 
must have wanted h1m to be a girl. Pa.rents trained him 
to a subm1as1ve attitud,e. He was self-assertive at first. 

'l'- You think sett asse>:'tion is born 1n a person? 

P- Well, I don't know. 

II

T- What about .self assertion and submission, Miss L ?

P- Oh, I don't know. 
T- Ever see that-- assertion and subm1sa1on? 

P- Not by tha. t name but I tnay ha..ve seen the thing.

T- Have you seen examples of aaaertlon? 

P- Yes.

1-- It 1s conceivable that·two or. even three persons 
might collaborate 1r1 asking successive questions, that 
is, 11 pursuing11 , although no such instances were en-
countered. Probably this would appear only in classes 
conducted with a minimum or :f'ormal1ty. 
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P- Yes. 
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T• Can- you gibe us .several concrete ca.sea? 

P- can't -think of any. 

T.;, You' re not very assertive now. 

III

T- What 1s nationalism, E!1ss R ? 

P- (Pause) I don•t know.

T- Ever hear of it-- this term nationalism? 

P• Yes, I suppose I have. 

T• Is it anything like patriotism? 

p .... I don•t believe I can define that either. 

IV 
(Discussion Via.a centered around the case of a Uegro girl 
who lived with, but never married; several men.) '.

T- But we would hardly call her immoral, would we? 

P- Why isn't it immoral? 

T- Of cotirse, it doee violate the mores. 

P- Why isn't it a social violation? 

T- Well; what do you think? 

P• I think it 1s. 

PURSUANCE-EFFORT 

Thie category seems obvious enough,. Here the 

pt.1p1l (usually it 1s the pupil) makes an effort .to re-

cite ultimately whereas he does not in the case of "pur-
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sua.nce-avoida.nce". 

I / 
I"' 

T- What would you say a sooiological definition of 
personality was, Mr. B?

P• I d.on' t know. 

T- 'roo complex? 

P- Too complex for me. 
T- Well try, after all none or us knoi1s so much about 
these matters. 

P- {Attempts an answer.) 
II

P- In population preasuJe aren't there economic factors? 
T- Yea, what are some of these, Miss K? 

P2- (No answer) 
T- What ~bout the economic fe,ctors in the great war? 

P2- well, we were Just discussing these-- desire tor 
political power and for land • 
.. ) .: j 

III

T- ?liss B, can you think of any other consequences 
of the war? 

P- (Pause) I believe not. 

tr- There are several other important · ones we haven't 
touched upon. (Pause) You can't think of any at all? 

P- well, there's the whole unrest of the thing, lead-
ing to loose morals ••••• 

PURSUANCE-ELABORATION 

The more or lees extended questioning involved 
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in "pursuance-elaboration" serves to call forth a. fuller 

response than is given at first. This process occurs 

frequently. usually the teacher "pursues" but occasion- . 

ally a pupil does, as in the second illustration. 

I 

T- Mr. w asks this question: To what·economic or social 
theory is the Amer1can prejudice against clandestine 
relations after marriage due? Miss C, where'd v,e get the 
idea? 

P-· I wouldn • t doubt but that it waa the Puritans. 

T- Puritanism? 

P- That idea that one man should stay with one woman--
we've had it since tlte country was settled. 

T~ we've always had 1t? 

P- Uh huh. 

T• Ylhat does Puritanism mean? 

P- It's a religious sect evolved out of Calvinism. 

T- Communism? 

P- Calvinism. 

II

P- How about that: if a sense is not used for a while 
1t can't be regained, can 1t? 

T- Vtell, that might be true. Animals have keener 
smell, there's no question about that. 

P- no you think a aenae 1s ever lost or merely lies 
dormant? 

T- I a.on' t ltnow but I imagine ••••• , 

III

T• Mr. E asks this question: Does the child born to 
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parents rnarried late 1n 11£e have advantages or not? 
Now we are getting into parent.;.child relat1onel11ps:.· 

p.· Well, if parents.a.re young, it seems to me the 
attitudes ot the pat'ents and children ure more apt 
to agree.- But there's apt to be conflict with older 
pa.rentsi 

T~ Le~s conflict with younger parents? 

T~ You mention attitudes} what aort of attitudes do 
you have in mind? 

p .... well, any viewpoint on life. 

IV 
p..;. I think we have domination only under certain con~ 
dl.~ions, Now you take the case of two who are very 
nearly equal-- well, take t\ man and wife with education 
·vex~y nea.rly equal, They anal1tze ·the situation, 1-10
attempt at dom.1nat1on. 

T- You think the principle 1a all right when people 
ar~ ·more or less equal? 

P- no., when they are unequal, 

T· ·Oh, unequal. ,vall do agx-ee v11th the principle of 
domination in general? 

P- 1•d want to condition it, 

PURSUAN'CE-ACQUIESCEMCE 

In this process one person, again usually the 
teacher, attempts .to swing another .over to a point of 

view differing f'rom that f .1rat upheld. The "pursuer 0

accomplishes this by aalting queet1ona, in answering 

which the other appears convinced that his first opinion 
l . . is incorrect. This process 1a similar to 0 pursuance-

l-- The woed nappearsn 1s used advisedly. Wh,ether the 
person 1a actually convinced is another proposition. 
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resistance": in both processes there is a peraon 

throwing out questions which serve to demonstrate 

to the other the untenable character or hie first 

position. The difference between these two obviously 

lies in the· 0 acquiescence" 1n the one case ·and the 
' l .. 

refusal to d.o so in the other. "Pursuance-acquies-

cence'' occurs frequen~ly in floors.tea' teachings, as 

reported in Plato's Republic. 

I 

T- Which of these do you think is right: races differ 
in inherited organization of mind. or in experience, 
Mr. 0 ?

?- well, !·think savages and civilized men dlf'fer 1n 
organization of the mind. 

T- Organ1zat1on, eh? Do you think. ••••• or.... ( presents 
both sides of the proposition at some length)? Mow. 
is it organization or experience? 

P~ well, then I guess 1t1 s experience. 

II

p .. Here's what I think about it: 1ou•re born with a 
good or bad personality and theres not much you can 
do about 1t.

T- You don't think a person can develop a pleasing 
personality? 

P- Well, maybe, eomet1mes" 

T• Don't you know any boys, for esample, who developed 

l-- Very .often 11pursuance-aoquiescenceu might be con-
41dered a. type of· ncontroversy 0

; a.t all events, 1ts 
d1etlnctiveness as a process remains unimpaired. 
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a different sort of personality after g,ins away from 
horJ.e to college? 

P- Uh huh. I know several~ a.11 rie;ht. 

T~ ~ell then •••••• 
1 P- I guess you're rl~ht. I was thinking ••••••• 

Finally, to augment the reader's understanding 

of these processes, a somewhat extended class d1scuselon 

is presented. and a.na.lyzed. 'rh:1e discussion took: place 

in an elementary class on March 21st. Anyone of a number 
of examples might have been given here; this one was 

selected because it illustrates a slightly greater 

variety of concepts. 

Conflict 

Sparring 

T- (Reading a pup1lts question) Is it 
a aociolog1cal advantage or disadvant~ 
a5e that marriage is being pushed later 
in life? 

P- Is. it'? 

T- Yea, is it? The truth of the matter 
le that people are getting married more 
and. younger. -----
Isntt Judge Lindsey's companionate mar-

. rlage the result of people getting mar-
ried early? 

T- Yea, for ttils group. 

P2- Just for one group? 

T- well, it was aimed at the college 
____ g_r_oup wasn't 1t?-

can you tell us so~ething about it? 

l·- The writer was unable to secure additional examples 
of this process. 
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P2- well., lt'a not much different 
from ordinary marriage·. They get to-
gether and', 1:f they wa.nt to, can 
separate later'. But there must be 
mutual consent . in case a child is 
born,. 

T- separation must be before a court ', 
must it not? Children are not expect-
ed ·tor a while-- nothing new in that 
1s there? Any other ractors7 The girl 
may maintain her independence~ not 

_____ e_u...,I?ported by the man~ Mr~ w seem to 
agree~ Anything to ~ay~ Mr. w? 

Avoidance ____ P.:.3-- No, ·

Pursuance.;.;.elab-

T;.;.. Mr:. R asks thia 'question: Should 
there be a dominant individual 1n the 
family or can each ·have .1ndiv1dual 
rights and maintain unity? Can you 
offer -any aa.t1afactory solution .for 
this ,equal rightematter? Miss K? 

oration P4~ I hardly know:~ Looks l1lte if they 
can agree to have equal rights• all 
right; but it they can't; I don't 
know-- maybe let one of them boss.; 

Uutual 

T- Do you think a boas will make unity? 

p4... seem.a that way:~ In the past a man 
was. boas but we .are ·getting away from 

____ t __ h......,at now .• 

T~ It always looked as if the man was 
boas .• ~ ,u . .; Hov, about the rest or you? 
Ever see equalitarian family? Does the 
family need a do.minant individual for 
unity? 

supplementat1on1 P5- Depends .largely upon the situation~ 
(spontane~us) If the ~ores .tolerated it and the child-

ren did," a.11 right; if not, . the children 
vrould tight it~· 

T- That 1s ,, you have the idea of child-· 
ren having ideas of their own: ·Take case 
or an · immigrant family •.• .-~·. · 

1--· ot cou·rse, the teacher' a questions provided the st1m- . 
ulat16n fot' the. first r .eapon~e ,~5) .. 
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P6~ Well, I think each has hie own 
sphere 1n which he dominates. The 
w1fe·takea care of domestic matters 
and the husband of economic. But they 

____ra_1._.5ht have a Joint bank account. 

Pursua.nce-
elaborat1on 

T- would the husband dominate ln 
economic matters 1r there was a 
joint account? Where does the wife 
dominate according to your scheme? 

p5.... well, she has charge of the ser-
vants and the setting of the table. 
The husband earns the money and may-
be they talK over how it is to be 
spent. 

T- {Question not obtained) 

P6- She also takes care 0£ the cloth-
_______ 1_n_5 or the children. 

Pueauance- · 
avoidance 

T- What.do you think about it, Mr. R? 

P7- wo.nan aeema to me to be replacing 
the man a~ the dominator. 

T- ·Do you think she is? 

P7- well, look around. 

T- How do you explain this change? 

P7-· I don t t know. -----
Mutual 

Supplementation 
(spontaneous) 

T- Yea? (indicating another pupil) 

PS- The life insurance pol1o1es are 
being made out to women; theytre ac-
quiring the financial power. 

T- Is that right? They g~t the finan-
cial power, then. the social power. 

P9- well, therete the woman's economic 
1nd.epende.nce. They don't need to rely 
on the husband any more for support. 

T- Yes, I think that's true. ------·
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P 10- That wouldn't mal~e dom1nat ion, 
Conflict though; that would only make them 

________ 1~n ..... dependent. 

Mutual 
supplementation 

(stimulated) 

T- Any more? 

Pll- How about equal education? 

T- Yea. How about this urbanization 
and eoecialization of labor? Take the 
rural-situation-- there the man was 

~~~-a_l~ways around ••••••• 
(aeading another question) Have you 
ever known a perfevtly compatible 
family? Any one ever know a compatible 
family? (Pause) .

Pursuance-
elaboration 

Pl2• I inow one but it wasn't com-
'Pletely compatible. 

T- Not completely? 

1?12- Relatively so. 

T- How d6 you account for it? 

Pl2- tfell, they had common interests. 
A doctor married a nurse. They worked 
on the same problems. · -----

Mutual 
Supplementation 

( stimulated) 

T- That's often very important. 

Pl3- Sometimes th1s leads to 1ncom-
pat1b111ty. 

T- Why? 

Pl3-· well, they may have different 
theories about the same thing. 

T- Any other reasons for compatibility? 
Did these people have any children? 

1?12- No

P6- I know a case where two doctors 
married.. They had children too but they 
were divorced later. The woman was the 
better doctor, she had a bigger practice. 
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T- Yes, the man felt inferior. That was 
not very pleasant, Anything else? 

Pl4- I know a compatible family. Both 
are musicians .• The wife le the better one. 

___T......_-_(Makes supplementary remar.ka.)

During the course of this study it was observed 

that in one of the classes investigated, the process 
0 pursuance-elaborat1onu v,aa most prevalent; in another 

it wao O rnut,ual eupplementationu; and. iri a. third the 

question and answer predominated. Other classes did not 

seem to exh1b1t a slngle dominant· process. 

Since the sim1lar-1ty of class discussions to 

other types of discussions is patent, the application 

of the concepts identified in this study heed not be con-

fined to the classroom. One would tlnd many, perhaps all 

of these processes 1n an lnfo:cmal discussion over a

bridge table, in a New England town i:.:iee·ting, a faculty 

meeting, or in a confabulation at the corner drug store. 

The relation of the social nrocesses occur-
rin5 in classroom discussions to the major. 

~ooial processes 

As indicated 1n the Introduction, all the 

proceaeea identified in this limited study might be , 

subsumed under the head of more general onee. 1 For 

1-- The study of tha social process as set forth by Park 
and Burgess and the later modifications made by Professor 
Lumley and Professore Dawson and Gettys have been utilized 
for the reason that these seem ra.o:re directly applicable to 
the field of personal relations. 
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example, the classroom procedure itself' may well rep-

resent a type of accommodation. Take, tor instance. the· 

process "mutual aupplementat1ol'l 11 • Here the pupils have 
become accomm.oda.ted .to the procedure or supplementing 

each other's remarks in a more or less oro.erly raah1on, 

instead of all or them attempting ,to, .talk at once. The 

process dea1gnated 0 confl1ct 0 1e 'identical with the 

concept 1n Park and Burgess' text.bearing the same name. 

At the same time, the form which classroom oortfliot 

ta.tees, 1s a. matter of aecom.modat1on; that is, instead 

of standing up, waving the arms violently, and hurling 

epithets, the persona involved adjust themselves to the 

customary restraints manifested by subordinates in the 

presence or those occupylng a superordinate position. 

Since «sparring" ls milder than "conflict"J 1t possesses 

characteristics similar to the concept '*rivalry" as out-

lined bj Park and Burgesa. 1 ,,The latt$r define urivalry" 

as a 0 subl1mated form of conflict where the struggle of 
21nd.1v1duala is subordinated to the welfare of the group". 

Just as " it is not alv,aya easy to apply with certainty 

the distinction between rivalry and oonflict, 0
, so, as 

1-· Lumley' s concept "ante.gon1s·t1c cooparat1onn seems 
identical with nr1va.lt-y". 
2- Op. Cit. page 577 • ·. ·
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previously mentioned by the writer, his concepts, "con--

fl1ct0 and 0spa:rr1ngn tend to merge into one another. 

The 11 pureuanca" ca.te5oriee remain to be con-

sidered. Offhand it.might be suggested that the 9erson 

"pursulng 11 is the one auperordL.1a.te 1n the superordinate-

subordinate relationship. This seems to be the case in 

the p.rooesses defined as upurauance"'7a.vo1dance", 0 pursu-

a.nce-sffortn, and npursuance-acqu1escence 0 when the 

teacher takes the 1n1t:l.ative. On the other hand) an 

instructor does not lapse into a subordinate role if 
he "avoids" or 0 acquiesces" oocaalonally. It would seem, 

in general, that the teacher accepts a. supe:t'ord1na.te 

and the uupila a aubord1na.te role prior to any clasa 
. . .discussions,·althougll, of course, a teacher a ascendency 

over the pupils may be leaaened by frequent '1avoldance" 

or 11 acquiesoence''. 'Perhaps the relationship existing 

between these concepts and the form of accommodation 

called. 0 aupero rd 1na t l on-subora inat ion n mHy be summarized 

E:1.s follov,s: by virtue of his superordinate position, the 

teacher usu.ally 1a expected to be on the "pu:rsua.nce 11 end 

of these categories, although this ifJ not his exclusive 

pre~oe;at 1 ve * As previouoly ment.,ff;.oned, a pupil may ask 

questions and the instructor 0 elaboraten. 
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CONCLUSIOM 

fUnce this preliminary' study of social inter-
action in the classroom has been largely,exploratory 

in nature, the investigator round it advisable, 1n the 

final definition ot t,he project. to concentrate his 

efforts upon one or the simpler aspects of the class-

room situation. Accordingly, an attempt has been made 

to analyze the verbal interaction, that is, the class 

d,iscuaaions. The pursuit or this line of investigation 

has resulted. in the identification ot certain processes: 

(1) Mutual supplementation 
(a) Spontaneous 
{b) St1,nulated 

(2) controversy 
(a) conflict 
(b) Sparring 
(o) Pursuance-resistance 

(3) Pursuance-avoidance 
(4) Pursuance-effort 
(5) Pursuance-elaboration 
(6) Pursuanoe-acqu1escence 

The relation of these processes to several class1f1cat1ons 

of the major social processes has been indicated. 

Obviously, this study cannot be expected to 

give a complete description of classroom interaction. It 

ha.a merely opened up the subject. supplementary projects 

need·to be worked .out. One of these might very well be 

a study or classroom motivation, for which, among other 
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things, the investigator would need full autobiograph-

ical materials. Another proJect might deal with the 

effects upon the pupils of different types of teaching 

and teachers, Brief disauesions of these td>p1ce a.re set 

forth ln the History of the Project. 
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